DESCRIPTION

APPLICATION

BODYSAFE
The wax/bitumen basedcorrosion preventative compound with strong
antiwear properties will protect the underbody of your vehicle for a long
period against stone chipping and abrasion from loose particles on the
roads. Cures to a relatively firm, amber/brown, resilient, tough film. Avoid
contact with PVC.

Underbody of:
>> Car
>> Trailer
>> Caravan
>> Wheel arches

PRODUCT

1L
500 ML
600 ML
VACUUM
AEROSOL AEROSOL
CAN

Bodysafe Wax

VE20030

Bodysafe Wax (with attachment)

VE20100

Bodysafe

ML AND 550 ML
Ideal for the protection of hollow sections in automobiles.
Tectyl ML available with an attachment containing a special nozzle set for
difficult-to apply areas. Tectyl ML is a wax-based corrosion preventative
compound with strong penetrating and water displacing properties.
Ideal for hard to reach areas and small hollow sections. Cures to a soft,
waxy, translucent, amber coloured film.

ML GREENLINE

Hollow sections, like:
>> Door panels, side sills
and frames
But also:
>> Door hinges, piping,
flanges and welding
connections

The green solution for corrosion protection. The wax-based corrosion
preventative compound is a very low solvent product, which results in a
very efficient coating and generates no smell. Tectyl ML Greenline has
strong penetrating and water displacing properties, which makes it ideal
for hard to reach areas and small hollow sections. Cures to a soft, waxy,
translucent, amber coloured film.

ML (v1)*

VE20065

ML (v2)**

859973

ML with attachment (v1)*

VE20110

ML with attachment (v2)**

859972

550 ML

VE20080

ML Greenline (attachment)

* Languages v1: GB, NL, FR, DE, IT 			
** Languages v2: GB, DK, NO, FI, SE, PL, RU, EST		

190 BLACK & 190 GREY
Ideal protection against abrasive damage to prevent corrosion. Tectyl 190
is fast drying and can be painted over. The product cures to a firm, resilient
and tough film.

VE20050

Underbody of:
>> Cars
>> Ttrucks
>> Campers and caravans
>> Trailers

782375

190 Black

VE20000

190 Grey

VE20010

VE20005

1L
PAINT
CAN

5L
CAN

VE20035

VE20040

VE20070

DESCRIPTION

APPLICATION

MULTI PURPOSE 506
As a general purpose corrosion inhibitor, Tectyl Multi Purpose 506 cannot
be beaten.
A powerful water displacing compound, it is suitable for a wide range of
applications.
Tectyl Multi Purpose 506 cures to an amber colored, waxy, firm film.
Tectyl Multi Purpose 506 is based on the wellknown Tectyl 506.

>> Vehicle rust proofing
>> Protection of machinery
>> Parts in inside or outside
storage
>> As a service part for
Tectyl 506 in pails and
drums.

MULTI PURPOSE CLEAR
The combination of a waterbased, transparant and flexible corrosion
preventative coating is unique.
Tectyl Multi Purpose Clear offers permanent protection of metal parts in an
industry environment.Tectyl Multi Purpose Clear offers the possibility for
visual inspection, but is also overpaintable with many top coat systems.
It can be applied direct to metal and remains flexible for a wide variety of
applications.
Tectyl Multi Purpose Clear dries to a transparent, hard, flexible layer.

>> Flanges and pipes
>> Bolts and nuts
>> Households and
gardening tools
>> In garages for tools,
frames and other metal
parts.

PRODUCT

1L
400 ML
500 ML
VACUUM
AEROSOL AEROSOL
CAN

Multi Purpose 506 (v1)*

VE20086

Multi Purpose 506 (v2)**

860195

Multi Purpose 506

Tectyl Glashelder/Klar is a resin-based, colorless, corrosion preventive
compound. It also is an excellent, nonconductive, moisture repellent when
used on electrical wiring Tectyl Glashelder/Klar cures to a hard transparant
film.

>>
>>
>>
>>

Gardening tools
Household
Automotive
Marine and industrial
tools.
>> Electrical wiring (for
example in motor
vehicles).

AMBER
When parts need to hold firmly, but also must unfasten easily Tectyl
Amber is the best choice. With its strong water displacing properties,
excellent penetration and corrosion protection, Tectyl Amber keeps rust
and water out.
Tectyl Amber cures to a waxy, semi-firm, amber colored, translucent film.

>> Wheel hubs
>> Bolts, nuts and in the
center a wheel rim.
>> Corrosion and “nonremovable wheels”
can be avoided.
>> Ideal when switching
from winter to summer
tires and vice versa.

5L
CAN

VE20090

Multi Purpose Clear

816702

Glashelder Klar

VE20055

Amber

VE20020

* Languages v1: GB, NL, FR, DE			
** Languages v2: GB, DK, NO, FI, SE, PL, RU		

GLASHELDER KLAR

1L
PAINT
CAN

